Newsletter No.59, November 2018
Starts 7th November 2018.
Ends 4th December 2018.
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Under $20 Reds for Now or Cellar
Sensation Pinot Grigio Under $10
Magic NZ Sauvignon Blancs
Bargain Christmas Sparklings

2
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5
6

Queensland Loves
Wynns & Coonawarra!
Classic Coonawarra
Terra Rossa Soil & Climate

Excellent Value!
Beautiful Wine & Well Priced

Lauded for
Quality
& Flavour!

Marlborough
New Zealand

Wynns Coonawarra
Cabernet Shiraz &
Merlot, Shiraz and
“The Siding” Cabernet
Sauvignon

WAS $20.99

$

13

.99
Each

Nobilo Marlborough
Sauvignon Blanc and
Pinot Gris

Choosing which wine to buy is really very simple
- always purchase good wines when they are
on special. If your budget allows, buy what you
can afford. Thus we believe this is an excellent
Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc. We think you
should take the opportunity to buy several
or many bottles. What a glory Marlborough
Sauvignon Blanc has turned out to be over the
last few decades; beautiful, tasty wines that are
attuned to the Australian outdoors lifestyle. The
correct flavours though only develop in cool to
cold regions such as New Zealand. This Nobilo
offers the correct flavours and is well priced.
Next time you raise a glass say, “thank you New
Zealand”.

YES these delightful Wynns Reds are our
Coonawara Musketeers, their smooth, up front
varietal fruit flavours and perfectly balanced use
of oak and tannins must be ripping the hearts out
of wineries who can only produce more expensive
$25 and above examples. Master winemaker Sue
Hodder loves the Coonawarra Terra Rossa and
though she does oversee the expensive Wynns
reds these modestly priced three are very high on
her favourites list because their fruit is as much
influenced by the soil and climate as their costly
cousins is.

WAS $15.99

8

$ .99
Each

Buy a single bottle for only $8.99
Purchase a dozen for $107.88 and save $84.00.

Buy a single bottle for only $13.99
Purchase a dozen for $167.88 and save $84.00.
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WONDERFUL REDS FOR NOW OR CELLAR
Amazing
.99 Blend Joins
Pepperjack
Clan

WAS $29.99

19

$

Each

Pepperjack Barossa
Shiraz & Red Blend

The wags around the Pepperjack Winery
boast that their very talented head
winemaker Richard Mattner bleeds
Barossa Shiraz, it runs through his veins.
He was born Barossa and the only other
red he likes is a slab of steak, to have with
a Barossa red of course. We must give
accolades to the people at Pepperjack,
they had instant success when they
started in 1998 but unlike others they
have not rushed out with heaps of new
labels but have developed slowly, always
striving to be Australia’s #1 brand by
dollar value. The blend is rich dark red
with purple rim, the nose fresh berries,
mocha and oakey vanilla then comes
the amazing palate, flavours of blueberry
and plum, the soft velvety tannins giving
structure and length. A MUST buy.

Tassie Shows
Class Again!

Phew! What
.99 a Bargain!

WAS $18.99

11

$

Each

WAS $21.99

David Bryson runs this family winery in
the Padthaway Valley 300kms south of
Adelaide an area renowned for it’s rich
red terra rossa soils just perfect for wine
grapes. This wine has awards and we
predict more will come - it is a beauty.
David has backed the flavours of his Shiraz
fruit to promote the wine, the French and
American oak used only sparingly. The
nose has plum and cassis and they are on
the palate too with a lovely spice as well.
David says it is a food wine so we matched
it with a couple of New York cut sirloins just
perfect, we must have swirled the glass to
admire the rich deep purple colours three
or four times. Thank you David Bryson.

.99

18

$

Mount Monster
Limestone Coast
Shiraz 2015

Each

Buy a single bottle for only $11.99
Purchase a dozen for $143.88 and save $84.00.

Buy a single bottle for only $19.99
Purchase a dozen for $239.88 and save $120.00.

A
.99 Magnificent
Burge
Barossa

WAS $19.99

14

$

10

$

Each

Grant Burge 5th
Generation Barossa
Valley Shiraz

When you think Barossa you think Shiraz.
You also think of high to very expensive
prices so this offering delighted us and
purchased a few hundred cases. Well
made Barossa reds give great drinking
satisfaction and really have a taste profile
unlike any other. The ultimate glory of this
is of course Penfolds Grange. Well most
of us can only dream about drinking that
wine. What distinguishes Barossa reds
is the explosion of fruit flavour on the
mid palate often expressed as a sweet
sensation even though the wine is dry. At
this discounted we believe it is far better
than the price suggests.

Old Kid
.99 Becomes
a New Kid

WAS $12.99

Affordable
Tasmanian Pinot

Devil’s Corner Tasmanian
Pinot Noir 2016
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Buy a single bottle for only $18.99
$36.00.
Purchase a dozen for $227.88 and save

Each

Taylors Promised
Land Cabernet Merlot
This is a great price fighting varietal
underpinned by the Taylors very large
landholding in the Clare Valley. By this we
mean the wines may not be 100% Clare,
but to give the wines depth and strength
they may add the best of Clare to the
blend when required. What though excites
us about the wine is the large lift in quality
while the price has tended to drift down.
A great bunch of wine makers have done
wonders in the last few years and Taylors
now make some of our favourite wines.
They are now in Australian terms old
kids on the block as they purchased the
Clare land in 1969, so it’s great to see the
three generations of family winemaking
invigorated and powering ahead, offering
good wines at keen prices.
Buy a single bottle for only $10.99
Purchase a dozen for $131.88 and save $24.00.

Buy a single bottle for only $14.99
Purchase a dozen for $179.88 and save $60.00.

We keep the same low prices month after month. We do believe that regular
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A SELECTION OF INTERESTING REDS
Just
$ .99 Right for
Queensland
WAS $13.99

9

Each

Mateus Rose

This wine is perfect for Queensland
weather, on the deck or beside the
pool; it is refreshing when drunk nice
and cold, with no winemaking faults a
touch of sweetness and even a bubble
or two. A product of northern Portugal,
it was first made just after World WarII
a lot sweeter than now for the North
American and North Europe
markets where sweetness
ruled. Mateus was a raging
success particularly in
the 70s and 80s when
3.25 million cases sold
per year, it is a superior
product now so give it
a go and remember we
told you, the empties
make the best looking
candle holders for the storm
season!.

Wolfie’s
Style All
Over These

WAS $16.99

9

$ .99
Each

Fifth Leg Red Blend

WAS $16.99

Fifth Leg is the quirky off shoot of the
renowned West Australian winery Devil’s
Lair and it has a brief to produce very
affordable wines showing all the traits
of its esteemed pedigree. Quite a task
indeed! The main ingredient, the fruit,
must be cheaper. Any new oak would
be out of the question and of course the
attention of the head winemaker, in fact
all the senior people, would be on the
expensive Devil’s Lair brand. However the
answer of course is in the bottle. It is a
beauty, a blend of Cabernet, Shiraz and
Merlot all soft and supple ready to drink
now but with fruit quality and winemaking
skill still acceptable for a serious red
drinker.

.99

10

$

Soft and
Supple,
Ready to
Drink Now

Each

Buy a single bottle for only $9.99
Purchase a dozen for $119.88 and save $84.00.

Buy a single bottle for only $9.99
Purchase a dozen for $119.88
and save $48.00.

WAS $13.99

9

$ .99
Each

“A Crime
Not To
Drink It”

WAS $12.99

7

$ .99

19 Crimes Red Blend
What a name, a wine named after the 19
crimes that people if convicted of, were
transported to Australia as prisoners, our
first settlers on the First Fleet and many
others after it, our convict heritage. Well,
the marketing wonder who thought this
up would either be now running the whole
company or parking the cars. We really
do wonder what they are on sometimes,
these advertising types. Believe it or not
the product is fine, a great little blend
vibrant and bold, plenty of fruit flavours
mixed with oak and vanilla, tannins so
subtle they are almost not there and a
positively lovely soft silky smooth finish.
Buy a single bottle for only $9.99
Purchase a dozen for $119.88 and save $48.00.

Started in 1966

Wolf Blass Yellow Label
Cabernet Sauvignon & Shiraz
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Buy a single bottle for only $10.99
for $131.88 and save $72.00.
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Old Label with
All the Modern
Winemaking
Techniques

Family
Traditions
Shine
Through

McWilliams
Hanwood Shiraz

This is a lovely wine selling for a lot less
than it’s quality deserves. In fact the whole
Hanwood range is this way and we can not
understand why, even though their sales
are respectable, that they are not selling
double the cases they do - it must be a
little marketing error in there somewhere.
This Hanwood presents with spicy aromas
combined with peppery, savoury notes
and flavours of ripe red berries.The
tannins are light to balance the wine out
and give it direction, the finish a touch of
smooth dryness... and the feeling, another
half glass before dinner, and for sure
dinner too, as it will compliment any main
course... it has some soul!
Buy a single bottle for only $7.99
Purchase a dozen for $95.88 and save $60.00.

shopping with us will save you a great deal of money year in, year out.
Newsletter
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OUTSTANDING QUALITY AND VALUE!
Famous
.99 Old Label
Perfect
Modern
Taste

WAS $16.99

10

$

Each

Wolf Blass Yellow
Label Chardonnay

This wine has been around for many
years but the classy winemakers at
Blass have changed with the times
so this is indeed a very modern style
of Chardonnay.The aromas of melon
and peach and a touch of oak follow
through to a generous medium bodied
palate starring the same fruits, then a
real creamy texture with subtle oak is
followed by a lingering finish. Years ago,
made in the old style the oak would have
been overpowering, the texture buttery
rather than creamy and the wonderful
fruit would have been only just there
instead of being the feature.

Margaret
River Magic

WAS $12.99

9

$ .99
Each

Yalumba Y Pinot
Grigio

WAS $18.99

$

Drinking wine is a lot about discovery
and no country embraces this as easily
as Australia. New labels and new blends
pop up every day and many of the wineas
we love today were not around five years
ago. Which brings us to pinot grigio (pinot
gris to others) which has a long history
and is thought to have derived from pinot
noir. We find it makes a delicious, delicate
white wine, a white pinot noir if you like
and strongly recommend it. The Yalumba Y
series bring outstanding value and provide
you with a risk free taste for a modest price.

.99

12

The New
Taste
Sensation!

Each

Buy a single bottle for only $9.99
Purchase a dozen for $119.88 and save $36.00.

Buy a single bottle for only $10.99
Purchase a dozen for $131.88 and save $72.00.

Adelaide
Hills
.99
Beauty

WAS $15.99

$

12

BARGAIN

$

Each

Tempus Two
Chardonnay

The spiritual home of Tempus Wines
is the Hunter Valley NSW where it was
established by the famous McGuigan
family but the fruit for their classy wines
can come from any region in Australia
which they believe is excelling in the
variety. Thus this cool climate Chardonnay
hails from Adelaide Hills and the Tempus
people have done it proud, the bouquet all
peaches, nectarine and quince, the palate
citrus and peaches and the finish a bright
lemony acidity.We add a thought from the
Winemaker “The high standard of Wines here is
really fantastic and the atmosphere in
the Winery is great so I couldn’t ask for
more.” - Andrew Duff

19.99
Each

Delicious
Flavours
of the West

Evans & Tate Classic Semillon
Sauvignon Blanc
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Buy a single bottle for only $12.99
$72.00.
Purchase a dozen for $155.88 and save

Buy a single bottle for only $12.99
Purchase a dozen for $155.88 and save $36.00.

Fresh
Oysters
Just Find
Them!

Heggies Vineyard
Eden Valley Estate
Riesling

Australia’s best natural oysters and our
lovely Rieslings are truly world class, a
match made in heaven, they should not be
enjoyed without each other - and although
this is not such a famous Riesling to the
public, we who know salute it’s quality
and indeed it’s creators the famous
family of winemaking, Smiths at Yalumba.
Pewsey Vale is the Riesling Yalumba push
marketing wise but we believe Heggies is
the better option most years - a little more
bright and zesty, the wonderful herby citrus
acidity a bit more pronounced and offering
great tastes in future if you can keep it
locked in the cellar. Cheers!
Buy a single bottle for only $19.99
Purchase a dozen for $239.88.

We keep the same low prices month after month. We do believe that regular
November 2018
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FRESH & JUICY SAUVIGNON BLANCS
A Very Fair
Price
$ .99
for Good
Honest
Marlborough
WAS $9.99

8

Each

Rahiti Marlborough
Sauvignon Blanc 2016

Now we hardly needed any more examples
of New Zealand Sauvignon, there are
shelves of them, but we tasted Rahiti and
we became instant fans, every element
and characteristic of the more expensive
“Savvies” was present and the price very
reasonable indeed. Love at first sight bright and almost clear with a touch of
straw colours and even a little green tinge;
a bouquet of fresh tropical fruits, passion
fruit and the famous hint of fresh cut green
grass; tastes of citrus, passion fruit and
even gooseberry; a crisp acidity to aid the
finish; overall fruity but not too sweet.

Sensational
Marlborough

This Just
$ .99 Smashes $10
Marlboroughs
WAS $9.99

7

Each

River Pebble
Marlborough
Sauvignon Blanc

WAS $19.99

.99

13

$

Fresh into our shops is this mighty New
Zealander from Marlborough. We think
you will agree that when a wine is of good
quality and is very cheap it provides the
consumer with a winning combination. In
this case you are getting the taste you like at
risk free price. A great deal of Marlborough
Sauvignon is now flowing into Australia and
we are on alert to watch out for the dud
wines. To date we are relieved to say they
are made very well indeed so we think we
can safely say: trade down in price and save
lots of money. Indeed we’re so impressed
with this wine, that it just had to be included
in our catalogue.

Each

Buy a single bottle for only $7.99
Purchase a dozen for $95.88 and save $24.00.

Buy a single bottle for only $8.99
Purchase a dozen for $107.88 and save $12.00.

Marlborough
Magic!
.99

WAS $19.99

11

$

Each

13

$

Secret Stone
Marlborough
Sauvignon Blanc

Another delight from Marlborough and we
happily add this to our extensive range of
sauvignons. Keep sending them over NZ
as we love them and as we have often
remarked, think they are the perfect wines
for our climate. It is hard to believe now but
just a few years ago many of these wines
were on allocation but now there is plenty
for everyone. The point being that as a
general observation we think the price per
bottle has come back two to three dollars
- and that is money back in your pocket exactly where it belongs.
Buy a single bottle for only $11.99
Purchase a dozen for $143.88 and save $96.00.

Marlborough
.99 & Excellent

WAS $19.99

Each

2 Trophy &
2 Gold

Marlborough
Price Buster

Stoneleigh Marlborough
Sauvignon Blanc
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Buy a single bottle for only $13.99
$72.00.
Purchase a dozen for $167.88 and save

Sydney Wine Show

Kim Crawford
Marlborough
Sauvignon Blanc and
Marlborough Pinot Gris
We have been great fans of the Sauvignon
Blanc for many years and now that the
price is competitive we decided to look at
the Pinot Gris and we were thrilled - the
Sauvy has a big brother. The Pinot Gris
has all the beautiful aromas with perhaps
a touch more citrus than the Sauvignon
Blanc, but the difference is in the mouth,
the Gris being dry in style, very refreshing,
a hint of spiced pear or apple and a long
finish - it is a must try. We are taking
nothing away from the Sauvy it is one of
our favourites, but if you normally purchase
6 throw in a couple of Gris too - you will
not regret it. Andrew Walkenhorst, Kim
Crawford Winemaker “our aim is to craft
wines that are vibrant, fruit driven and
generous”. Mission Accomplished!
Buy a single bottle for only $13.99
Purchase a dozen for $167.88 and save $72.00.

shopping with us will save you a great deal of money year in, year out.
November 2018
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BREAK OUT THE SPARKLING FLUTES!
Bargain
.99 Sparkler for
Summer
Months

WAS $11.99

$

5

Each

Eaglehawk Cuvee
Brut Sparkling

How do these big companies punch out
wines this good, at this price, when the
smaller ones have no show. Old adage
“always buy the cheaper stuff from the
big boys in town.” The reason - a combo
of economies of scale, better equipment,
better buying power and we suspect they
would often have a few parcels of higher
quality juice left over and they blend it
in. Thus we are presented with a lovely
flavoursome Sparkler with zesty citrus,
white peach and sherbet aromas, the
flavours of apple and melon followed by a
crisp refreshing finish.

Celebrate
In Style!
WAS $23.99

$

.99

19

I Am New
.99 & I Taste
Divine!

NEW

$

15

Each

“I Am New
~
I Am Pretty & Pink
~
I Taste Divine
~
But I Am
Not Too Sweet!”

Each

Easy
.99 Drinking
from Italy

WAS $14.99

13

49

$

Ruffino Prosecco

Buy a single bottle for only $13.99
Purchase a dozen for $167.88 and save $12.00.

Champagne!
.99 And One of
the Best

WAS $64.99

Each

You might note our heading about easy
drinking. Well this wine is made only with
Gera grapes and that is what the end
result is - a very easy to drink sparkler not too many bubbles though. We love the
Italian description on the Press Release
- it is very Latin “fine bubbles caress the
palate”. There are no faults or drawbacks;
it is great with food, especially pizza, just
right for the evenings first tipple and we
bet you get used to the flavours of apples
and peaches on the finish.

Do not write this little number off as just
another sweet Pink Sparkling - it is a
genuine Rosé, which we believe will be
a resounding success on the Australian
Market. A beautiful pale salmon pink
colour, the aromas are strong, red berry
and strawberry and a touch of biscuit from
ageing, the palate is layered and textured
finishing with a fresh vibrant acidity. This
little ripper will make everyone happy - we
can’t imagine a complaint on any ocassion;
perfect at a quiet bar, just right for a dinner
party, or any party for that matter, and what
about the picnics - yes this just might be
the Christmas Season remembered as the
launch year for Pig Rosé.
Buy a single bottle for only $15.99
Purchase a dozen for $191.88.

Buy a single bottle for only $5.99
Purchase a dozen for $71.88 and save $72.00.

$

Squealing Pig
Sparkling Rosé

Easily the Pick
of the $20
Price Range
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Chardonnay NV
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Mumm Cordon Rouge
NV Brut Champagne

A favourable Aussie dollar has brought
down the price of French Champagne quite
a bit. Importers kept the price up for a fair
while but now many well known brands sell
for about $50.00. So if life is being kind and
you feel like celebrating now is the time to
indulge with the French product. Mumm
is one of the best - a lot of Champagnes
taste similar, that said we can always
identify Mumms even in a blind tasting - it
stands out with it’s signature delicate touch
of yeast flavours on the palate - beautiful
brown toast, not burnt, yeastiness shines
through. Enjoy!
Buy a single bottle for only $49.99
Purchase a dozen for $599.88 and save $180.00.

Buy a single bottle for only $19.99
$48.00.
Purchase a dozen for $239.88 and save

We keep the same low prices month after month. We do believe that regular
Newsletter
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PREMIUM SPIRITS & VALUE PREMIXED
Bundy
Bargain

$

WAS $41.99

WAS $54.99

WAS $53.99

WAS $42.99

37

48

46

36

.99 $
Each

.99 $
Each

.99 $
Each

.99
Each

Premium
Scotch

WAS $41.99

$

36

WAS $54.99

.99

$

Each

Ballantines Finest
Scotch Whisky
700ml

Chivas Regal 12 Year
Old Scotch Whisky
700ml

WAS $41.99

$

Jack Daniels No.7
Whiskey 700ml

WAS $56.99

Each

Jim Beam
White Label
Bourbon 700ml

WAS $37.99

35.99 $49.99 $27.99
Each

Bundaberg UP
Rum 700ml

42

.99

Smirnoff
Vodka 700ml

WAS $63.96

47.99

$

Each

Cointreau Orange
Liqueur 700ml

Tia Maria Coffee
Liqueur 700ml

Haig Dimple 12 Year Old
Scotch Whisky 700ml

WAS $36.99

$

Any 4 x 6 Pack*

Or $13.99 a 6 Pack

Each

29

WAS $65.99

.99

$

Each

59

.99
Each

Woodstock
Bourbon &
Cola 4.8%
10 x 375ml Cans

WAS $48.99

$
for $47.99
MIX & MATCH Any 4 Strongbow
Classic
Cider
&
varieties
9
3.9
or 6 Pack $1
6 x 355ml Bottles*

47.99
Each 24pk

Strongbow Classic
Cider & varieties
24 x 355ml Bottles

Bundaberg Original UP Rum & Cola
24 x 330ml Cans

shopping with us will save you a great deal of money year in, year out.
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BACK PAGE BLOCK BUSTER BARGAINS!
WAS $46.99
WAS $57.99
WAS $9.99
BIG
’
pack
$
.99
.99 $ .99
s $

44

30

Each

XXXX Gold 30 Pack 375ml Cans

53

Each

5

Each

Tooheys NEW 30 Pack 375ml Cans

WAS $56.99

WAS $48.99

52.99

46.99

$

$

Each

Each

Keeping
Dr Lindeman
Happy
Great Northern Brewing Super Crisp Lager
24 x 330ml Bottles

Corona Extra 24 x 355ml Bottles

WAS $44.99

43

$

.99
Each

Iron Jack Crisp Australian
Lager 24 x 330ml Bottles

NEW

42

$

.99
Each

NEW! from
the Coopers
Family

WAS $32.99

30

$

Coopers Dry
24 x 355ml Bottles

Each

Belgium
IMPORT!

MAAT’S
Session Lager 3.3%
24 x 330ml Cans

Lindemans Bin 95
Sauvignon Blanc

Our big wine companies work very hard
to make their humbly priced wines of the
highest quality, because they see them as
‘entry level wines’ that may tempt you to
spend more next time. Lindemans will also
be adding premium quality grapes from all
the right cool climate regions, further lifting
the quality. For us a sure sign of a wine snob
is someone who says wines, such as this
lovely Lindemans, are rubbish. You see they
equate, and alas this is very common, price
with quality - the higher the price, the better
the wine. Thank you Dr. Lindeman.
Buy a single bottle for only $5.99
Purchase a dozen for $71.88 and save $48.00.

Prices are correct at time of printing. Was prices and savings based on Wattle Hotel, Upper Coomera sell price. Advertised savings may vary in some stores. Government legislation may alter prices. We reserve the right to the sale of retail quantities. Images are for illustration
purposes only. Some vintages may vary due to early printing schedules. OTHER DISCOUNTS DO NOT APPLY. Specials are available until Tuesday 4th December 2018. We reserve the right to offer an alternative product should we be out of stock for any reason. The Redcape
Hotel Group supports responsible service of alcohol. It is against the law to sell or supply alcohol to, or to obtain alcohol on behalf of, a person under the age of 18 years. I.D. is required if you look under 25 and this is enforced both in our retail store and for home deliveries.
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